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This paper introduces a recent seismic isolation system, named Roll-in-Cage (RNC) isolator, for efficient protection of bridges
against destructive earthquakes. The RNC isolator is a rolling-based isolation system with several integrated features in a single
unit providing all the necessary functions of vertical rigid support, horizontal flexibility, full stability, hysteretic energy dissipation,
and resistance to minor vibration loads. Besides, it is distinguished by a self-stopping (buffer) mechanism to limit the peak bearing
displacement under abrupt severe excitations, a linear gravity-based self-recenteringmechanism to prevent permanent dislocations
after excitations, and a notable resistance to axial tension. A three-span box-girder prestressed concrete bridge is investigated under
a set of different destructive real and synthetic earthquakes including near-fault, long-period, and pulse-like ground motions. As
a performance measure, the responses of isolated and nonisolated cases are compared. In addition, the RNC isolator’s behavior is
then compared with those of other isolation systems including HDB, FPS, and LRB. The results confirmed that the RNC isolator
has a superior behavior in achieving a balance between the peak displacements and accelerations of the isolated deck, relative other
isolation systems, besides being the most (relatively) efficient isolator in the great majority of studies performed.
1. Introduction
Seismic isolation is the separation of the structure from the
harmful motions of the ground by providing flexibility and
energy dissipation capability through the insertion of the so-
called isolators between the foundation and the superstruc-
ture. It is not a long time since the first application of the
isolators as the first base-isolated building in the USA was
built in 1985 [1], although the idea ismore than a century years
old.
A century ago, in Japan, a small wooden house was built
on ball bearings [2], while another building was base-isolated
by means of several layers of timber logs in the longitudinal
and transverse direction [3]. In 1906, an isolation system in
which a building is placed on a rigid plate, supported on
spherical bodies of hard material, was proposed by Buckle
and Mayes [4]. In 1909, in England, another system by Kelly
[5] was designed to separate a building from its foundation
using a layer of sand or talc. The Imperial Hotel in Tokyo,
constructed in 1921, was founded on an 8 ft thick layer of
firm soil under which there is a 60 to 70 ft thick layer of soft
mud.The softmud acted as isolation system and the building
survived the devastating 1923 Tokyo earthquake [4, 5].
The concept of soft stories was introduced in the 1930s
to protect the upper floors of multistory buildings. The idea
was by designing very flexible first-story columns, as soft
supports, to provide energy absorption through columns
yield. However, yielded columns have greatly reduced buck-
ling load, proving the concept to be impractical [6]. To
overcome the inherent dangers of soft supports, many
types of roller-bearing systems have been proposed. This
type of bearings offers incomparable structure-foundation
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decoupling. However, they are very low in damping and have
no inherent resistance to lateral load, and therefore some
other supplementary mechanisms are needed in parallel, to
provide wind resistance and energy-absorbing capacity [7].
Parallel to such development, the flexibility of natural
rubber was also seen as another solution for increasing the
system flexibility. In 1968, a reinforced concrete building
was founded on 54 hard rubber blocks in Macedonia. These
rubber blocks are unreinforced and bulge sideways under
the weight of this concrete structure. Owing to having the
same stiffness of the isolation system in all directions, the
building bounces and rocks back and forth [8, 9]. The
subsequent development of plain elastomeric bearings, to
make the vertical stiffness times the horizontal stiffness, has
made base isolation a practical reality. However, these plain
elastomeric bearings lack hysteretic damping and efficient
mechanical recentering mechanisms. Later, a large number
of isolation devices were developed, and now base isolation
has reached the stage of gaining acceptance and replacing the
conventional construction, at least for important structures.
The lead rubber bearing (LRB) was invented in the
1970s [10–12], and this allowed flexibility and damping to be
included in a single unit. In the early 1980s developments
in rubber technology lead to new rubber compounds which
were termed high damping rubber (HDR) [13]. However,
both LRB andHDR isolation systems still lack buffer, effective
recentering mechanism, and aptitude for low-mass struc-
tures. In addition, both LRB and HDR undergo increasing
reduction in their bearing areas when being displaced later-
ally. Such bearing area reduction imposes severe limitation on
the height/width and deformation/height ratios of those two
types of bearings.
An alternative way to enhance damping mechanism of
isolation system is to take the advantage of friction-based iso-
lation bearings in which a sliding surface is used to incorpo-
rate isolation and energy dissipation in one unit [14]. In 1986,
an isolation system, namely, the friction pendulum system
(FPS), was introduced by Al-Hussaini et al. [15].The FPS uses
friction to dissipate the transmitted energy to the structure
and provides restoring mechanism by gravity. Principally,
a building supported on FPS isolators exhibits uplift and
behaves as a simple pendulum having a constant vibration
period, which represents a severe practical difficulty [16].
Another drawback is the increase of the sliding friction coef-
ficient as sliding velocity increases (a characteristic of Teflon,
the interface liner).
Rolling-based bearings offer the maximum structure-
ground decoupling, but they lack damping, buffer, and
recentering mechanisms as in Jangid [17], Lin and Hone [18],
and Lin et al. [19]. Jangid and Londhe [20] benefited from the
elliptical shape of rollers to ensure a gravity-based recentering
mechanism. However, this shape caused vertical structural
uplift during horizontal rolling and is unable to prevent
permanent dislocations under strong earthquakes due to the
absence of an accompanying self-stopping mechanism. To
overcome this difficulty, spherical rollers inside two opposite
concave plates were proposed in Zhou et al. [21] as a rolling-
pendulum system. This provided a gravity-based restoring
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Figure 1: Acceleration time history of the selected pulse wave.
force without permanent displacement but damping was still
missing and structural uplift was exhibited.
So far, the existing isolation systems are based on well
known and accepted physical principles but are still having
some functional drawbacks. Therefore, the Roll-in-Cage
(RNC) isolator has been proposed by Ismail [22] to incor-
porate the incomparable structure-foundation decoupling
offered by rolling-bearings, the vertical stiffness of elas-
tomeric bearings, the efficient restoringmechanism provided
by FPS, and the efficient damping of FPS, LRB, and HDR
besides some additional necessary features such as buffer
(or self-stoppingmechanismunder severe abrupt excitations)
and notable axial tension-resistance mechanisms. The Roll-
in-Cage (RNC) isolator by Ismail [22] and Ismail et al. [23]
was numerically characterized in Ismail et al. [24]. Then,
it was numerically investigated under real and synthetic
excitations considering variety of isolated systems ranging
from motion-sensitive equipment [25, 26] to huge building
structures [27–30]. Recently, the device has been character-
ized experimentally [31].
In this paper, the RNC isolator is presented as an
alternative isolation bearing for efficient protection of com-
mon highway bridge structures. A three-span box-girder
prestressed concrete bridge is investigated under a set of
different destructive real and synthetic earthquakes including
near-fault, long-period, and pulse-like ground motions. The
responses of isolated and nonisolated cases are compared
as a performance or efficiency measure. In addition, the
RNC isolator’s behaviors are then compared with those of
other commonly used isolation systems at present including
LRB, HDR, and FPS. The RNC isolator was numerically
implemented and investigated into modern long-span cable-
stayed bridges in Ismail and Casas [32], and now it is the
time to compare its behavior tomore commonand traditional
bridge structures of short-medium spans, considering prac-
tical structural design issues.
2. Ground Motions
A set of eleven recorded and one synthetic ground motions
is used in this study, including near-fault, long-period, and
pulse-like earthquakes, in addition to a synthetic pulse wave
shown in Figure 1. Table 1 lists those twelve ground motions.
Throughout this paper, each ground motion is distinguished
by its corresponding number in Table 1. The ground motions
from 1 to 10 in Table 1 are all near-fault earthquakes character-
ized by high displacement and velocity pulses. In addition to
the Mexico City earthquake, those near-fault records include
a ground motion having a reasonably long predominant
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Table 1: Ground motions of the present study. The NF stands for near-fault ground motion.
Number Ground motion Number Ground motion
Name Location Year Name Location Year
1 Chi-Chi (NF) Taiwan 1999 2 Friuli (NF) Italy 1976
3 Hollister USA 1961 4 Imperial Valley (NF) USA 1979
5 Kobe (NF) Japan 1995 6 Kocaeli (NF) Turkey 1999
7 Landers USA 1992 8 Loma Prieta USA 1989
9 Northridge (NF) USA 1994 10 Trinidad (NF) USA 1983
11 Mexico City Mexico 1985 12 Pulse Synthetic
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Figure 2: Elastic response spectra of the utilized ground motions: (a) acceleration; (b) velocity; (c) displacement.
vibration period of around 1.40 sec, which is the Kocaeli
earthquake, Turkey, 1999. The elastic acceleration, velocity,
and displacement response spectra of the earthquakes are
shown in Figure 2 at a 2% damping.The low value of damping
ratiowas selected based on a recent study [33], which revealed
(based on nonlinear time-history analysis results) that the
damping ratio as well as the approach used tomodel damping
has significant effects on the response, and, quite importantly,
a damping ratio of around 1% is more appropriate in simu-
lating the response than a damping ratio of 5%. The present
paper is based on nonlinear time-history analysis too.There-
fore, a compromise between the commonly selected damping
value (of 5%) and the suggested one (of 1%) is chosen as 2%
herein.
Numerous parameters of a ground motion have been
proposed over the years to characterize ground motions
and to serve as indices of their damage potential. Such
indices are often called “intensity measures.” Such intensity
measures include the Arias intensity, the Housner intensity,
the RMS acceleration or velocity or displacement, the charac-
teristic intensity, the specific energy density, the cumulative
absolute velocity, the sustained maximum acceleration and
velocity, acceleration and velocity spectrum intensity, the
acceleration parameter A95, and the predominant period.
Plots of eighteen of those intensity measures are shown
in Figures 3 and 4 for all the selected ground motions.
According to Figures 2, 3, and 4, the considered earthquakes
are categorized into high-frequency earthquakes (HFE),
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Figure 3: Continued.
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Figure 3: Characteristics of the utilized ground motions.
long-period earthquakes (LPE), and pulse-like earthquakes
(PLE), which are associated with near-fault records.
3. Isolated Bridge
3.1. Bridge Model. A prestressed concrete box-girder bridge
is used in this study. The bridge’s length is divided into three
spans longitudinally: two edge spans of 20.0m and an inter-
mediate one of 30.0m.The cross-sectional configurations and
dimensions of the bridge deck are shown in Figure 5. The
section’s total width is 11.0m including three vents, four gird-
ers, and double side-cantilevers of 0.90m length each. The
section’s dimensions and depth are constant over the entire
bridge’s length. The bridge is supported on two intermediate
piers and two edge abutments. The piers are T-shaped and
identical with column/cantilever cross-sectional dimensions
of 1.20m width by 1.60m depth, with a total height of 8.0m
from the pile cap’s top surface. The piers are assumed to be
completely fixed to their pile caps.The bridge superstructure’s
self-weight is 14250 kN including the two intermediate piers
(each weighs 732 kN). The bridge was designed based on the
AASHTO [34].The bridge is analyzed and investigated using
Finite Element- (FE-) based nonlinear time-history analysis.
The structural components of the bridge’s deck box section
aremodeled using solid FE elements, while piers aremodeled
using FE beam elements.
Four FE identical models of the bridge are shown in
Figure 6, and each is seismically isolated using one type of the
four isolation systems considered herein, which are the RNC,
friction pendulum systems (FPS), high damping rubber
(HDR), and lead rubber bearing (LRB) isolation systems.The
isolation bearings are located just below the bridge deck and
above the supporting structures (piers and abutments). Each
of the five bridge FE models (the above four and the fixed-
base one) is modeled, analyzed, and investigated separately.
The fixed-base case refers to the bridge’s deck when it is fixed
against horizontal translation to the supporting structure
of piers and abutments. On the other hand, isolated case
refers to the lateral separation of the bridge’s deck from
the supporting structures by means of isolation bearings.
Each of the twelve ground motions is applied twice (not
simultaneously): once longitudinally and the other time
transversally. The influence of soil-foundation interaction is
not considered in this study.
Due to the model complexity, high number of vibration
modes (beyond 70 modes) were considered to achieve a
dynamicmodal load participation ratio close to 99%.Thefirst
three vibration modes of the nonisolated bridge are longi-
tudinally translational (modal period is 0.794 sec), torsional
about the bridge’s vertical axis (modal period is 0.655 sec),
and transversally translational (modal period is 0.647 sec).
3.2. The RNC Isolator. Due to the design limitations and
functional drawbacks of the existing isolation systems, in
Section 1, the RNC isolator has been proposed, [22] as an
attempt of enhancement; see Figure 7. It is a rolling-based
isolation system to achieve the maximum possible structure-
ground decoupling, whichminimizes the seismic force trans-
fer to the isolated structure. It is designed to achieve a balance
in controlling isolator’s peak displacement demands and
peak absolute structural accelerations of isolated structure. It
provides in a single unit all the necessary functions of vertical
rigid support, horizontal flexibility with enhanced stability,
hysteretic energy dissipation, and resistance to minor vibra-
tion loads. Although the rolling core is quasiellipsoidal, the
RNC isolator generates no vertical fluctuation of isolated
structure during motion due to the inner curvatures of the
upper and lower bearing plates. Moreover, the RNC isolator
is distinguished by four unique features: (1) a self-stopping
(buffer) mechanism to limit the isolator displacement under
severe abrupt seismic excitations, such as near-fault earth-
quakes, to a preselected value by the structural designer;
(2) a linear gravity-based self-recentering mechanism that
prevents residual permanent displacements after earthquakes
(such recenteringmechanism is a result of adopting a quasiel-
lipsoidal shape of the rolling core); (3) a notable resistance to
axial tension to resist overturning failure of isolated structure;
and (4) the ability to provide hysteretic damping in the
vertical direction, which would enable vertical shock absorb-
ing capability, simultaneously with multi/unidirectional
horizontal isolation.
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Figure 4: Additional characteristics of the utilized ground motions.
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Besides the rolling-based motion mechanism, which
requires less lateral forces to initiate and maintain high
degree of structure-ground decoupling compared to other
motion mechanisms of the elastomeric-based and friction-
based isolation systems, the RNC isolator is provided with
a consistent design of the lateral stiffness/damping mecha-
nism to get the most benefits of that rolling-based motion
mechanism. Such design advantage lies in the independency
of both vertical bearing mechanism and the mechanism that
provides lateral preyield stiffness against minor vibration
loads. This independency allows for accurate tuning (or
high sensitivity) of the initial preyield stiffness to permit the
commencement of the seismic isolation process, or structure-
ground decoupling, just after the seismic forces exceed a
maximum limit of minor vibration loads, contrary to the
available isolation systems. To support heavy and extra heavy
structures, the RNC isolator is provided with a linear hollow
elastomeric cylinder, with a designed thickness, around the
rolling core to represent the main vertical load carrying
capacity, while the rolling core itself works as a secondary
support in this case; see Figure 7. The RNC isolator can be
available in different other forms to suit the structure or object
to be protected. More detailed description and thorough
treatment of the RNC isolator is found in Ismail [22].
As for the construction material of the RNC isolator, it
is based on the component. Principally, the RNC isolator
consists of 5 main components: upper bearing plate (UBL);
lower bearing plate (LBP); quasiellipsoidal rolling core (RC);
metallic yield dampers (MYD); and two rubber plates or
rings (RPL). The UBP, LBP, and RC are made always of a
stiff metal or alloy such as carbon steel. The MYD are made
from a material with dominant plastic behavior under large
displacements such as mild steel or copper. The RPL are
made of durable rubber compound. Regarding dimensions
of a RNC isolator in general, it is mainly based on the
needed lateral peak displacement limit (PDL), after which
the inherent self-stopping mechanism is self-activated. For
example, to provide a lateral displacement PDL of 600mm,
the RNC isolator height would be around 1000mm and
the in-plan diameter would be around 1500mm at the
neutral undeformed position. Those dimensions are chosen
at present by trial and error method until developing a
systematic design approach for the RNC isolator in the near
future.
3.3. The RNC Isolator’s Working Principles. Before an earth-
quake (ground motion), the RNC isolator takes the shape
shown in Figure 7, referred to as neutral (undeformed)
position. During an earthquake, a sudden horizontal ground
motion moves laterally the lower bearing plate (LBP) rel-
ative to the upper bearing plate (UBP). The UBP (sup-
porting isolated structure/object) is intended to exhibit
8 Advances in Materials Science and Engineering
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Figure 6: FE model of isolated identical bridges using RNC, FPS, HDR, and LRB isolation systems.
minimum or zero motion during an earthquake due to
prompt smooth/frictionless lateral rolling of a nonde-
formable quasiellipsoidal rolling core (RC), accompanied by
low lateral stiffness of metallic yield “dampers.” A relative
lateral displacement between LBP and UBP stretches the
curved dampers and generates hysteretic energy dissipation
along the direction of motion. Rolling of the RC dissipates
ground motion, while hysteretic damping dampens any
transmitted energy to the isolated structure and reduces its
peak displacement amplitude. Each damper’s shape includes
triple curvatures to provide enough extension during the RC’s
lateral rolling and to minimize stress concentrations at the
damper’s bends to increase its working life.
Inner surfaces of bearing plates (facing the RC) are
curved to completely absorb increasingly developed uplift
(of UBP and isolated structure/object) due to rolling of
the quasiellipsoidal (this shape provides inherent gravity-
based recenteringmechanism)RC.This no-upliftmechanism
prevents generating vertical fluctuations out from purely
horizontal vibrations.
The device is provided with an inherent peak displace-
ment limit (PDL), after which the self-stopping (buffer)
mechanism is self-activated to prevent excessive displace-
ments beyond that limit. The PDL is chosen by the designer
as needed based on the actual situation (structural and
excitation’s properties). The buffer may limit peak displace-
ments via inner pounding, which is self-mitigated in two
ways inside the RNC isolator: (1) elastomeric buffer’s parts
cover the metallic buffer’s parts to avoid direct pounding-
contact between two metallic components (the RC grooves
and the corresponding buffer metallic stoppers); (2) extreme
stretching of the curved dampers (at large horizontal rel-
ative displacements between UBP and LBP) reduces the
RC’s rolling velocity before hitting the buffer and therefore
decreases its kinetic energy to result in lower inner pounding
that could be absorbed by the buffer’s elastomeric parts. After
the earthquake, the inherent self-recentering returns the
device to its original neutral position (shown in Figure 7)with
zero permanent/residual displacements, and the dampers
restore their initial shapes.
3.4. Other Isolation Systems Used Herein. In addition to
comparing the RNC-isolated bridge’s responses to their cor-
responding ones on the nonisolated case, a set of three other
isolation systems are used for comparing their behaviors to
that of the RNC isolator.Those three isolation systems, which
arewidely used at present, are LRB,HDR, and FPSmentioned
in Section 1. The same bridge structure is isolated four times,
each using only a single type among the four used bearing
types under exactly the same loading conditions; see Figure 6.
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(c) (d)
Figure 7:The RNC isolator designs for (a) a multidirectional/heavy-loads; (b) a multidirectional/light- to moderate-loads; (c) sectional view
of the multidirectional/heavy-loads; (d) a unidirectional/light- to moderate-loads.
Table 2 shows a comparison between the used four isolation
systems considering 24 design criteria needed for efficient
seismic isolation.
The RNC isolator is designed at present using trial and
error, while the other three isolation systems were designed
based onAASHTO [34] and FEMA [35]. Initially, all isolation
systems were designed to provide a fundamental vibration
period of 2.50 sec after isolation (nearly three times that of the
fixed-base case).Then, all the bearings designs were tuned (or
optimized) using a trial and error method to provide the best
behavior possible (in terms of low structural accelerations
and accompanying peak bearing displacements). At the
beginning, the bearings were designed to provide a peak
horizontal displacement of 300mm.Then, their designs were
updated as needed based on successive runs to accommodate
their actual peak displacements after those runs.
3.5. Modeling of the Used Isolation Systems. The elastomeric
LRB and HDR are modeled as biaxial hysteretic isolators
that have coupled plasticity properties for the two shear
deformations and linear effective-stiffness properties for the
remaining four deformations. The plasticity model is based
on the hysteretic behavior proposed byNagarajaiah et al. [36],
Park et al. [37], and Wen [38].
The FPS is modeled as a biaxial friction pendulum
isolator that has coupled friction properties for the two shear
deformations, postslip stiffness in the shear directions due
the pendulum radii of the slipping surfaces, gap behavior in
the axial direction, and linear effective-stiffness properties
for the three moment deformations. The friction forces and
pendulum forces are directly proportional to the compressive
axial force in the element. The element can not carry axial
tension. The model does not take into account temperature-
and velocity-dependent variation of the coefficient of friction.
The friction model is based on the hysteretic behavior
proposed by Nagarajaiah et al. [36], Park et al. [37], and Wen
[38]. The pendulum behavior is based on Zayas et al. [39].
The RNC isolator’s features are modeled based on the
derived multifeature 3D modeling by Ismail [40, 41], which
takes into account the main and unique features of the RNC
isolator. Those modeled features include vertical rigidity,
multidirectional horizontal flexibility and hysteretic damp-
ing, gravity-based self-recentering, self-stopping, a peak lat-
eral displacement limit, no vertical fluctuation due to purely
horizontal motion, and pre- and postyield stiffness.
4. Comparative Study
A large amount of outputs were obtained based on the
comparative study performed. Therefore, and due to space
limitations, certain sets of outputs are presented in this
section and divided into three main subsections including
the influence of isolation on the bridge’s internal forces
(Section 4.1), on the deck’s accelerations and displacements
(Section 4.2), and on the input seismic energies to the bridge
(Section 4.3).
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Table 2: A comparison between the used four isolation systems.
Design feature, functionality, or behavior criterion HDR LRB FPS RNC isolator
(1) Lateral energy dissipation mechanism ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
(2) Vertical energy dissipation mechanism ✓
(3) Self-stopping or buffer mechanism ✓
(4) No 𝑃-delta effect ✓ ✓
(5) No risk of buckling failure ✓ ✓
(6) Stiffness- and mass-dependent vibration period ✓ ✓ ✓
(7) Low accelerations of isolated systems ✓
(8) Reduced torsional responses of isolated systems ✓ ✓
(9) No minimum flexibility limit ✓ ✓
(10) Nonchanging friction coefficient with velocity ✓ ✓ ✓
(11) High resistance to vertical axial tension ✓
(12) Suitable for low-mass systems ✓ ✓
(13) Suitable for moderate- and heavy-mass systems ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
(14) Self-recentering mechanism ✓ ✓
(15) Wide working ranges of stiffness and damping ✓ ✓ ✓
(16) Resistance to wind loads and minor vibrations ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
(17) Strain-independent stiffness and damping ✓ ✓ ✓
(18) Independent lateral stiffness and vertical bearing mechanisms ✓
(19) Independent damping and vertical bearing mechanisms ✓
(20) Independent tension-resistance and vertical bearing mechanisms ✓
(21) Vertical bearing capacity not affected by shear strain ✓ ✓
(22) Flexible replacement and selection of dampers material and dimensions ✓
(23) Low initial lateral stiffness ✓ ✓ ✓
(24) Horizontal fail-safe mechanism ✓
Criteria fulfilment ratio 6/24 8/24 12/24 24/24
Criteria fulfilment percentage 25% 33% 50% 100%
4.1. Influence of Isolation on the Bridge’s Internal Forces
4.1.1. Pier’s Cantilever. This section addresses the RNC iso-
lator’s behavior (relative to other isolations systems) in
reducing the bridge’s internal forces, particularly into the
supporting structure of the bridge. This is intended to high-
light the (relative) potential efficiency of the RNC isolator
in reducing those forces. Each variable (or internal force)
is selected to reflect a certain degree of transmissibility of
seismic forces into the bridge structure. A schematic plot of
the main considered pier sections and their internal forces is
demonstrated by Figure 8. For example, Figure 9(a) displays
a bar chart of peak torsional moments developed into the
pier’s cantilever under twelve excitations, considering five
cases: fixed-base and isolated using LRB,HDR, FPS, andRNC
isolation systems. The selection of this variable (cantilever
torsion) could be used as a measure of the transmitted
horizontal shear forces (at the bearing level) in the bridge’s
longitudinal direction. Such shear forces are eccentric from
the cantilever’s longitudinal axis leading to cantilever torsion.
Since the eccentricity (vertical distance between the bearing’s
lower face and the cantilever’s longitudinal axis) is fixed,
the value of transmitted horizontal shear forces (from the
deck to the pier) in the bridge’s longitudinal direction could
represent a practicalmeasure of isolation efficiency along that
direction.
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Figure 8: Schematic plot of the considered pier sections and internal
forces.
Based on Figure 9(a), the highest peak torsion is pro-
duced by Northridge and Imperial Valley earthquakes, which
are near-fault pulse-like earthquakes, besides the Kocaeli
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Figure 9: The pier’s cantilever peak moments: (a) torsion; (b) longitudinal moment; (c) transversal moment.
earthquake, which is a near-fault long-period earthquake.
Regarding the isolation effects, the general trend is that
isolation reduces reasonably the cantilever’s torsion. How-
ever, this effect is relatively different and is dependent on
the isolation system used. A common observation is the
relative efficiency of the HDR and the relative deficiency of
the FPS, which magnified the peak responses beyond the
original fixed-base ones, especially under Chi-Chi, Kocaeli,
Mexico City, and the synthetic pulse earthquakes. Those
four ground motions comprise high vibration frequencies,
long dominant periods, and high velocity and displacement
pulses. This indicates an independent (relatively inefficient)
behavior of the FPS to the ground motion characteristics
regarding the cantilever torsion. Another observation is the
relatively neutral (close to fixed-base case) behaviors of the
LRB, HDR, and RNC isolator under the long-period Mexico
City earthquake relative to other earthquakes, especially the
Kocaeli earthquake having longer dominant period. This
may reveal the negative influence of certain long-period
earthquakes on the isolation behavior, mainly the FPS system
in this study that proved inefficient under this type of ground
motions considering cantilever’s torsion. It is worth noting
that the relatively high cantilever torsion using the FPS is
translated into additional longitudinal reinforcement for the
cantilever, in addition to the pier’s column in order to balance
that torsion, which means added construction costs.
To highlight the relative efficiency of all the four isolation
systems, a relative efficiency or ranking measure is proposed
based on the ratio of two numbers: the number of (isolation)
load cases per figure in which the isolator was found themost
relatively efficient in reducing the peak isolated responses
relative to their corresponding fixed-base ones and the
number of (isolation) load cases per figure in which the
isolator was the least relatively efficient one. The higher the
ratio, the higher the isolator efficiency, and consequently
the higher its rank relative to others. However, in case the
denominatorwould be zero, it is taken as one to avoid division
by zero. Table 3 lists those ratios and the resulting relative
ranking of the four isolation systems based on the studies per-
formed in Section 4.1. According to Figure 9(a) and Table 3
(Line 1), the first (relatively best) and last (relatively worst)
ranks are of HDR and FPS, respectively. The LRB and RNC
isolator come in the second and third ranks, respectively,
but without exceeding any of the fixed-base responses.
Similarly, the variable of max cantilever’s moment (𝑀
𝐿
),
due to the same above shear component along the bridges’
longitudinal direction, is considered in Figure 9(b). This
moment is measured at the pier’s column lateral face and
represents another measure of such transmitted shear com-
ponents considered in Figure 9(a). Except the inefficiency
of both LRB and HDR under the long-period Mexico City
earthquakes, isolation seems able to reduce 𝑀
𝐿
under the
remaining considered earthquakes.The high efficiency of the
RNC isolator relative to other isolation systems is highlighted
by Table 3 (Line 2), where the RNC isolator achieved the
best relative behavior among the rest of systems followed by
the LRB and HDR and finally comes the FPS as the least
relatively efficient regarding the measured variable of𝑀
𝐿
in
Figure 9(b).
The horizontal shear forces transmitted from the deck to
the piers are measured in terms of the cantilever’s bending
moment about its horizontal axis. This moment is referred
to as transversal moment (𝑀
𝑇
) as it is developed by ground
motions in the bridge’s transversal direction. Figure 9(c)
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Table 3: Relative efficiency measure of the four isolation systems based on their influence on the bridge’s internal forces.
Figure number Figure description Number of load cases/figure Isolation system (ratio
1) Least efficient2 Most efficient3
LRB HDR FPS RNC
Line 1 Figure 9(a) Cant. torsion 12 cases 0/0 12/0 0/12 0/0 FPS HDR
Line 2 Figure 9(b) Cant. long. moment 12 cases 4/3 1/2 2/6 5/1 FPS RNC
Line 3 Figure 9(c) Cant. trans. moment 12 cases 1/4 4/4 2/2 5/2 LRB RNC
Line 4 Figure 10(a) Pier long. moment 12 cases 4/4 3/0 1/5 4/3 FPS HDR
Line 5 Figure 10(b) Pier trans. moment 12 cases 1/3 2/4 6/3 3/2 LRB FPS
Line 6 Figure 11(a) Base shear long. 12 cases 4/2 2/0 1/9 5/1 FPS RNC
Line 7 Figure 11(b) Base shear trans. 12 cases 2/1 3/2 1/9 6/0 FPS RNC
1Ratio of two numbers: the number of load cases per figure in which the isolator was themost relatively efficient among the four types and the number of load
cases per figure in which the isolator was the least relatively efficient one.
2The least relatively efficient isolation system (among the four types) in the study of the corresponding figure.
3Themost relatively efficient isolation system (among the four types) in the study of the corresponding figure.
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Figure 10: The pier’s column peak moments: (a) longitudinal moment; (b) transversal moment.
shows the peak values of 𝑀
𝑇
under the used excitations
considering fixed-base and isolated cases. Seismic isolation
seems able to reduce 𝑀
𝑇
, except being neutral under Lan-
ders earthquake and inefficient under the relatively weak
synthetic pulse ground motion. Those two earthquakes have
the highest and the lowest peak ground accelerations (PGA),
respectively, as shown by Figure 3(a). However, the earlier
earthquake has a mix of complex characteristics including
high accelerations peaks and frequencies as well as displace-
ment and velocity pulses as demonstrated by Figures 3 and 4.
Based on the relative efficiency measure in Table 3 (Line 3),
which evaluates the bearings behaviors concerning the 𝑀
𝑇
reduction, it is confirmed that the RNC isolator offers the
relatively best dynamic behavior among all systems, while the
LRB was found to be the least relatively efficient one.
4.1.2. Pier’s Column. Two additional types of internal forces
are of significant importance in structural engineering, which
are the maximum bending moment at the pier’s column
base and the base shear of the entire bridge structure. The
Pier’s bending moment at the column base becomes more
critical in cases of high piers and/or heavy decks, while
the base shear reflects the total transmitted seismic forces
into the entire structure. Figures 10(a) and 10(b) show the
peak bending moments at the pier’s column base due to
the application of the twelve earthquakes longitudinally and
transversally, respectively. In general, seismic isolation has
notably reduced the peak values of those moments, except
the relatively odd behaviors of LRB andHDR under the long-
period Mexico City earthquake. Such response reduction,
by isolation, is highest under the near-fault Northridge
and Imperial Valley earthquakes, which caused the worst
fixed-base responses. Although the four isolation systems
exhibit close performance under the same earthquake, some
variations still exist to enable ranking those bearings from
relatively best to relatively worst ones. Table 3 (Lines 4, 5)
reveals that the most relatively efficient isolators in reducing
the peak longitudinal and transversal pier’s moments are
HDR and the FPS, respectively, while the least relatively
efficient ones are the FPS (in longitudinal direction) and the
LRB transversally. The RNC isolator is ranked the second
best in both directions. The nearly similar results of the
four isolators per earthquake (except earthquake number 11)
ensure that, under the same earthquake, the pier’s moment
is independent of the isolators characteristics and each
isolator behaves (nearly) independently of the groundmotion
characteristics.
4.1.3. Structural Base Shear. Figures 11(a) and 11(b) compare
the peak structural base shear of the bridge under the
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Figure 11: The bridge’s base shear in (a) longitudinal direction; (b) transversal direction.
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Figure 12: The deck’s peak accelerations: (a) in longitudinal direction; (b) in transversal direction.
same ground motions considering fixed-base and isolated
cases in longitudinal and transversal directions, respectively.
Significant variations are obvious concerning the isolators
performance in both directions. For example, all the four
isolation systems are inefficient under the transversal Mexico
City earthquake as they nearly doubled the structural base
shear under that earthquake. In addition, both LRB andHDR
are inefficient under longitudinal and transversal Northridge
earthquakes.TheFPS is also inefficient under the longitudinal
Mexico City and the transversal Kocaeli earthquake, besides
being neutral under Chi-Chi earthquake in both longitudinal
and transversal directions aswell as the longitudinal synthetic
pulse ground motion. On the other hand, the RNC isolator is
only inefficient under transversal Northridge earthquake and
is neutral under its longitudinal component and likewise the
longitudinal synthetic pulse earthquake. In the rest of cases,
all the isolation bearings offer different degrees of response
reductions. Accordingly, the isolation bearings have been
significantly influenced by the variations in ground motion
characteristics, especially those having long predominant
periods and strong velocity/displacement pulses. To judge the
bearings’ relative behaviors, let us refer to Table 3 (Lines 6,
7). In both longitudinal and transversal directions, the RNC
isolator has got the highest rank as being the most relatively
efficient in reducing the bridge’s base shear in those directions
among other systems. On the other side, the FPS has got the
lowest rank being the least relatively efficient bearing in the
same study along both directions.
4.2. Influence of Isolation on the Deck’s Accelerations and Dis-
placements. Reducing the decks’ peak absolute accelerations
is a primary target of seismic isolation of bridges. In this sec-
tion, those reduced peak accelerations are plotted in Figures
12(a) and 12(b) against their corresponding fixed-base ones
in both longitudinal and transversal directions of the bridge,
respectively. Except the inefficient performance of both LRB
and HDR under the long-period Mexico City earthquake
(longitudinally and transversally) and their neutral action
under the longitudinal Trinidad earthquake, seismic isola-
tion was found generally effective in mitigating peak deck’s
absolute accelerations. Based on the peak values of fixed-
base accelerations, the longitudinal Northridge (number 9)
and the transversal Imperial Valley (number 4) earthquakes
are the most severe excitation in this study. However, the
peak accelerations reduction is the maximum under those
two earthquakes.
In general, it seems obvious that neither the excitations’
characteristics nor the bearings’ properties have negatively
affected the remarkable mitigation of the deck’s peak absolute
accelerations (except the above inefficiency of LRB and HDR
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Table 4: Relative efficiency measure of the four isolation systems based on their influence on the deck’s peak acceleration and displacement.
Figure number Figure description Number of load cases/figure Isolation system (ratio
1) Least efficient2 Most efficient3
LRB HDR FPS RNC
Line 1 Figure 12(a) Long. acceleration 12 cases 0/4 0/8 4/0 8/0 HDR RNC
Line 2 Figure 12(b) Trans. acceleration 12 cases 0/2 0/8 4/2 8/0 HDR RNC
Line 3 Figure 13(a) Long. displacement 12 cases 3/3 4/1 3/8 2/0 FPS HDR
Line 4 Figure 13(b) Trans. displacement 12 cases 3/4 4/0 3/8 2/0 FPS HDR
1Ratio of two numbers: the number of load cases per figure in which the isolator was themost relatively efficient among the four types and the number of load
cases per figure in which the isolator was the least relatively efficient one.
2The least relatively efficient isolation system (among the four types) in the study of the corresponding figure.
3Themost relatively efficient isolation system (among the four types) in the study of the corresponding figure.
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Figure 13: The deck’s peak displacements: (a) in longitudinal direction; (b) in transversal direction.
due to Mexico City earthquake). Another observation is
related to the close relatively efficient behaviors of both the
RNC isolator and the FPS and the similar less relatively
efficient behaviors of both LRB and HDR. However, there are
visible variations in bearings’ efficiencies to permit ranking
from relatively best to relatively worst concerning decks
acceleration. Table 4 (Lines 1, 2) confirms the superior perfor-
mance of the RNC isolator over the rest of isolation systems,
in both longitudinal and transversal directions. The relative
efficiency ratio of the RNC isolator is 8, which is far beyond
those of the other isolation bearings in both directions (ratio
of two numbers: the number of load cases per figure in which
the isolator was the most relatively efficient among the four
types and the number of load cases per figure in which the
isolator was the least relatively efficient one). Therefore, the
RNChas achieved the highest rank based on its relatively best
ability to mitigate the deck’s peak absolute accelerations. On
the other side, the LRB has got the lowest rank along the two
directions being the least relatively efficient one.
Figures 13(a) and 13(b) show the price to be accepted
as a result of bidirectional mitigation of both max internal
forces and peak absolute accelerations of the isolated bridge
structure. This price lies in the magnified peak displacement
responses of the isolated bridge deck, which is a direct
consequence of increasing the lateral flexibility of the bridge
bearings. However, although this price of seismic isolation
is inevitable, it has to be affordable. This means that the
magnified bearing peak displacements have to be within
reasonably accepted limits. According to Figures 13(a) and
13(b), the four isolation bearings behave inefficiently under
the long-period Kocaeli and Mexico City earthquakes, in
addition to the intense near-fault pulse-like Loma Prieta
earthquake in both longitudinal and transversal directions,
besides the transversal Northridge earthquake. Although the
bearings peak displacements are expected to be high, some
bearings’ relatively odd behaviors were observed considering
the twelve excitations together, particularly the FPS and the
LRB, in which their lateral peak displacements approached
70.0 cm. The HDR’s peak displacement is nearly 50.0 cm,
while that of the RNC isolator was found always below
35.0 cm in its worst case. This certainly highlights the ability
of the RNC isolator to achieve the highest mitigation in
structural accelerations accompanied by the lowest peak
bearing displacement relative to the other isolation types
investigated in this study in general. Evaluation of the four
bearings types under each individual earthquake leads to
the relative efficiency measures listed in Table 4 (Lines 4,
5), which indicates that the HDR has got the highest rank
followed by the RNC isolator and then the LRB, while the
FPS has got the last rank with a relative efficiency ratio
below 0.50 in both longitudinal and transversal directions.
It is worth noting that in several cases the peak bearings’
displacements were found neutral or even below the fixed-
base displacements,mainly under the groundmotions having
no high velocity/displacement pulses nor long predominant
vibration periods.
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Figure 14: The deck’s peak acceleration time histories under longitudinal Northridge earthquake using (a) LRB; (b) HDR; (c) FPS; (d) RNC.
Sample time-history responses of the deck’s absolute
acceleration responses are shown in Figure 14 under the
ground motion causing the maximum fixed-base absolute
acceleration, which is the longitudinal Northridge earth-
quake. It is observed that all the four bearings behave gen-
erally in reducing the decks absolute accelerations relative to
the fixed-base case. The elastomeric LRB and HDR (Figures
14(a) and 14(b), resp.) produced lower accelerations but with
notable frequency compared to the FPS and RNC isolator
(Figures 14(c) and 14(d), resp.). However, the RNC isolator
provided a deck’s acceleration response having a peak value
below 65% of that provided by the FPS.Thismay indicate that
the RNC isolators have provided the relatively best structural
behavior among the other isolation bearings in Figure 14.
4.3. Influence of Isolation on the Input Seismic Energies to the
Bridge. Energy quantities provide a very useful measure for
assessing the isolator performance since they involve all the
response variables (displacements, velocity, and accelerations
of all degrees of freedom) and therefore represent overall
response of the structure. As the energy quantities are scalar,
only a single equation for the entire structure can be derived
irrespective of the number of degrees of freedom in the
structure.
The total absolute energy 𝐸
𝑖
of a base-isolated structure
at each time instant can be decomposed in the form by Uang
and Bertero [42]:
𝐸
𝑖
= 𝐸
𝑘
+ 𝐸
𝑝
+ 𝐸
𝑠
+ 𝐸
𝜉
+ 𝐸
𝑦
, (1)
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Figure 15: Time history of the input seismic energy due to the longitudinal Northridge earthquake: (a) fixed-base case; (b) isolated cases;
kg-m-sec units.
where 𝐸
𝑘
, 𝐸
𝑝
, and 𝐸
𝑠
are kinetic energy, potential energy due
to vertical displacement (always zero in this study because
the proposed RNC isolator is designed to prevent vertical
uplift) of the isolated object during rolling, and strain energy,
respectively. These components represent the conservative
energy in the system. 𝐸
𝜉
and 𝐸
𝑦
are the nonconservative
energies due to structural damping and yielding of metallic
dampers, respectively.
This section investigates and compares the individual
behaviors of the four isolation systems against the fixed-
base case regarding the total input seismic energy 𝐸
𝑖
into
the bridge structure. A single ground motion is chosen in
this section, which is the longitudinalNorthridge earthquake.
Such ground motion has produced the highest peak ground
acceleration in the longitudinal direction, as demonstrated by
Figure 12(a) corresponding to earthquake number 9.
Figure 15 shows the time histories of the total input
seismic energies into the bridge considering fixed-base deck
(Figure 15(a)) and the isolated one using the four isolation
systems (Figure 15(b)). Before isolation, the input energy is
four times its highest value in the isolated cases (using the
HDR). The other systems offer relatively better behaviors,
especially the FPS and the RNC isolator that reduced the
input seismic energies to 76.0 and 59.82, respectively. The
proposed RNC isolator permitted an input energy seven
times lower than the fixed-base case. The proposed RNC
isolator reduces the dynamic response of the isolated object
by filtering the seismic excitations and by dissipating energy
through metallic yield dampers, thereby reducing the input
energy and seismic demand.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, a recently proposed seismic isolation system,
named RNC isolator, is presented as an alternative rolling-
based isolation bearing for bridge isolation. The bearing’s
behavior is studied under a set of real and synthetic seismic
excitations, applied longitudinally and transversally to a
three-span prestressed concrete bridge. Those excitations
include near-fault motions, characterized by strong veloc-
ity/displacement pulses, as well as pulse-like and long-period
excitations. The obtained RNC-isolated deck’s responses are
related to the corresponding fixed-base responses. In addi-
tion, an objective comparative study is conducted considering
three wildly used isolation systems at present, which are LRB,
HDR, and FPS throughout this paper. Such comparison is
intended to highlight the RNC isolator’s performance relative
to similar isolation bearings.
The results show that seismic isolation is generally effi-
cient in reducing the bridge’s internal forces, accelerations,
and the input seismic energy transfer, but on the account
of amplified bearings’ peak displacements. However, it was
found that the considered four isolation systems exhibited
relatively different performances. Such performances were
found inefficient or at least neutral under near-fault motions
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rich in velocity/displacement pulses and those having pre-
dominant long-periods. A relative efficiency measure is then
proposed for ranking those bearings from relatively best to
relatively worst based on their behaviors into the studies per-
formed. It was found that the RNC isolator has achieved the
most relatively efficient performance, in this paper, followed
by the HDR, FPS, and finally the LRB, which was found to
be the least relatively efficient isolation bearing herein. These
results confirm, theoretically, that the RNC isolator could
be a potentially efficient rolling-based isolation bearing for
seismic isolation of bridge structures.
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